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I. INTRODUCTION 

Background 

As a follow-up to the letter of 5 October 19'/8 from Dr.   Khane, 

Executive Director of UNIDO,  as well as the letter of 25 October  1978 

from Tir.  Carré, Off icer-in-Charge of UNIDO,  to Tir.  Kodjo,  Administrative 

Secretary-General of the OAU,   I paid a short visit to the OAU 

Headquarters on '( November  1978 to di scuse the contents of   the above- 

mentioned letters as well as  the necessary modalities and working 

arrangements between the two Organizations to initiate timely 

implementation of the resolutions adopted at the last meeting of the 

Council of Ministers of the OAU in Khartoum.    A list of the relevant 

resolutions is attached as Annex I. 

While in Addis Ababa I also held discussions with a number of 

Btaff members at FCA Headquarters concerning co-operation between UNIDO 

and the ECA in the implementation of the resolutions adopted  at the 

last meeting of the Council of Ministers of the OAU, held  in Khartoum 

as well as other joint projects. 

A list of the persons met at the OAU and ECA Headquarters is 

reflected in the schedule of appointments attached as Annex II. 

II.   SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE OAU HJlMTQUARTITtS 

At the OAU Headquarters,   I was received in audience by 

Hr. Paul 0.  Etiang,  Assistant  Secretary-General for ECOSOC Department, 

who was alBO acting as the officer-in-charge of the OAU.    I also 

held discussions with! 

(i) Mr. Mfuni-Tshiamanyanu, Acting Director of ECOSOC; 

(ii) Mr. Clément Afanou, Head of Economic Affairs Division; 

(iii) Mr. Getachew Paulos,  Economic Officer}    and 

(iv) Mr. Mamadou Diarra, Head of Scientific and Cultural Department. 

These discussions were related to the resolutions concerning the 

activities of those Departments.    Resolutions 1,2 and 7 were of direct 
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relevance to the ECOSOC Department« of the OAU whereas resolutions 

3t   «li  5»   6f  3,  9f   10 and   11 were related to the  Scientific and 

Cultural Department of the OAU.     Resolution 12,  on assistance to  the 

Front-Line States awl Namibia,  related to the activities of the 

Political Affairs  department,  was not diacuswed  since I   could not meet 

anyone from that  department. 

1.       Discussions with V.r.   Titian,? 

In the discussione; with Mr.   Elian-;,   I assured him of the 

full support of UNIDO,  within the limitation of its resources,   in the 

implementation of the relevant resolutions concerning the activities of 

both Organizations.    I aleo briefed Vv.   Et iam: of certain activities of 

UNIDO directly related to  the resolutions which would be of particular 

interest  to the African  countries.    Botai Is on  the specific resolutions 

were,  however,  discussed with the relevant OAU Departments. 

Mr.   Etian,- welcomed  the initiative of UHI DO for approaching the 

OAU and assured UNIDO of OAU's full collaboration.    He requested me to 

convey OAU's appreciation to UNIDO for the invitation extended  to 

Mr.   Kodjo  to visit UNIDO Headquarters and  assured   me   that an official 

response to the letters from UNIDO would be sent  as soon as the 

discussion on them within the OAU had been finalized.    This response 

would also indicate the  time when it would be convenient  for Mr.   Kodjo 

to visit Vienna as well as the composition of his delegation.    He hoped 

that UNIDO might be in a position to finance more than one person to 

accompany Tir. Kodjo since he believed that there was a lot that  the OAU 

could gain from UNIDO on such a visit. 

2.       Discussions with the ECOSOC Department 

In the discussions on resolutions 1,  ? and 10 with the ECOSOC 

Department, I provided information on UNIDO«B activities related to 

economic co-operation among developing countries and technology transfer. 

With regard to resolution CM/Res.   674 (XXXl) on economic co-operation 

among developing countries,  I indicated that the Section for Economic 

Co-operation Among Developing Countries within the Division of Policy 

Co-ordination in UNIDO was developing an integrated programme with 

particular emphasis on Africa.    Upon the finalisation of such a programme 
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the OAU and its relevant subsidiary organizations would be contacted 

to  exchange views on the UNIDO proposed  programmo,  refine it in 

accordance with African requirements and OAU's views, and agree on a 

plan of implementai ion of the programmo.    UNIDO would appreciate 

receiving any preliminary views from the OAU on this matter. 

The OAU representatives welcomed the approach adoped by UNIDO 

in developing a programme on technical co-operation among developing 

countries with emphasis on Africa and was anxiously looking forward to 

meeting with the UNIDO relevant  staff to  discuss the programme.    They 

indicated that tuch an approach was timely in view of the action being 

taken internally within    the OAU Secretariat,  the ECOSOC Department, 

to  develop a programme in this field. 

With regard to resolution CM/ROS.674 (XXXl) on techno logy transfer, 

I gave detailed information on the various activities of UNIDO, 

especially within the Technology Group at UNIDO Headquarters, related to 

technology transfer.    I indicated that some o:   these activities were 

being carried out  in the context  of technical co-operation among 

developing countries.    I drew OAU's special attention to the International 

Forum on Appropriate Industrial Technology scheduled to  take place in 

India at the latter part of November  1978 to which a number of African 

experts,  Ministers and other policy-makers on industrial  technology had 

been invited to participate.    In fact the OAU had also been invited to 

send a delegate.     In the  light of the above the Technology Group at 

UNIDO Headquarters was elaborating certain ideas which would be the subject 

of further consultations with the OAU, with a view to arriving at a 

unified approach in .jointly promoting promoting and assisting the African 

countries at the national as well as continental  levels in the development 

of industrial technology. 

The OAU representatives stressed the importance of enhancing the 

capacity of the African countries for the appraisal, selection and 

acquisition of industrial technology at reasonable terms and conditions. 

The OAU representatives also expressed the hope and confidence that 

UNIDO would do everything possible to meet this important demand of Africa, 
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especially with regard to training and  support  to the Regional 

Centre for Technology. 

Concerning renolution CM/Res.  664 (XXXl)  on the Third All 

Africa Trade Fair,  I informed the representativos oí' the OAU on the 

actione already  takun internally within the UNIDO to develop programmes 

and eccure funds for  6he organisation of the Investment Promotion 

Meeting and the Technology Transfer Symposium agreed upon by the Council 

of Ministers to  be organi red during the Third All~Airica Trade Fair. 

I   also  indicated that  the Rxenutive Director of UNIDO had a<?rood for 

Mr. Rakotopare,   from the Joint UNIDO/ïforld Bank Investment Co-operative 

Programme Office,  to participate  in the Organising Committee of the 

Pair on behalf of UMIDO with regard to  the Investment  Promotion Meeting. 

A Becond  staff member had been recommended to  the Executive Director of 

UNIDO to alno participate in the Organising Committee with regard to 

the Technology Transfer Symposium.    These nominations would be 

officially communicated to the OAU in due course.    I requested  the OAU 

to ensure that  staff nominated by UNIDO were included on the membership 

of the Organzini Committee and  kept informed regularly on further 

developments on  the Trade Pair. 

I also requested that information on the dates of the Trade Pair 

as well as the date and  venue of the first meeting of the Organising 

Committee should be communicated to UNIDO as soon as available. 

The OAU representatives greatly appreciated the initiatives of 

UNIDO on this matter and welcomed, the nomination of the UNIDO staff 

who would bo included on the Organizing Committee.    They hoped to 

initiate discussions with the Sudanese authorities, with a view to 

reaching an agreement on the exact dates of the Pair.    They also agreed 

to communicate to UNIDO all relevant information on the Pair. 

In addition to the discussions on the specific resolutions 

indicated above,   the OAU also exprssed interest  in obtaining UNIDO'B 

assistance in strengthening the Industry Unit of the General Economic 

Affairs Department as well as the Economic Research Department of ECOSOC. 
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With regard to the Industry Unit, assistance would be required in 

training the key technical staff of the unit; in developing its 

programme of activities; and in defining an adequate methodology, for 

the implementation of the activities of the Unit. With regard to 

the Economic Research Department, assistance would be required in 

obtaining information on economic research activities related to 

industrial development. 

I  expressed the willingness of UIIIIX) to   examine these requests 

once transmitted to UNIDO,  and the response to  them would bo within 

the limitation.-, of UNIDO-s resources.     I  expressed the hope  that 

UNIDO would be  in a position to assist  the OAU,  if not directly, at 

least  within its programme o ;' technical  co-opcra¡.ion among developing 

countries.    I  informed the representatives of  the OAU of the  existence 

of the International Centre for Industrial Studies in UNIDO,   which 

carries out studies on a regional, national,   global,  and rectoral 

level and. drew attention to the global  consultation meeting«  organi red 

by UNIDO,  for which very useful studier were  carried out which would 

be of particular relevance to  the OAU activities in this area.    I 

encouraged the OAU to  intensify its participation in the various 

meetings organised by UNIDO,   some of which were based on reports which 

would be useful for the work of the OAU. 

3t      Discussions with the Scientific and  Cultural Affairs Department 

With regard to resolutions 3, 4f   5,  6,   9,   10 and   11 - all of which 

relate to the activities of the Scientific and  Cultural Department - 

Mr. Diarra indicated that these activities were essentially  carried out 

by the OAU/STRC  located in Lagos, Nigeria.    The OAU Headquarters would 

advise the Lagos office to get  in touch directly with UNIDO in order to 

agree on suitable arrangements  for the  implementation of these 

resolutions.    He, however, would like to have all correspondence on 

theBe resolutions from UNIDO to be addressed to the OAU Headquarters in 

Addis Ababa, with copies sent to Mr. Odelola,   the Executive Secretary of 

the OAU/STRC,in Lagos. 

J 
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In view of the new emphasis? on economic activities in the OAU 

Secretariat and the  implications of economic developments on the 

research activities of the OAU,  the representatives of  the ECOSOC 

Department  expressed the intercut to be associated with the 

implementation of the above-menticned resohri ions,   particularly 

resolutions Mon.   4,   '; an-!  6.     It  was therefore  rw^ested  that 

correspondence from IEITU0 on those matter:; should  also be copied  to 
the ECOSOC Department. 

With regard to  resolutions  CTí/lios.  649 (XXXl)  on »reparations 

for African participation in the next Conference on the Law of the 

Sea,  I presented  a brief outline  (copy attached  as Ann• Hi)  which 

had been prepared by UÏJIDO Headquarters on itr. abroach on   the 

preparation of a study on the indurlrial aspects of the resolutions. 

The OAU representatives welcomed  the approach and  agreed on the 

sugestión that  a detailed outline, of the  study be pressed at  the 

preparatory mooting to be hold in December.    This outline would be 

discussed and  finalirod with the OAU in December,   on the br.ri.s of which 

the UNIDO recruited consultant would then elaborate the study,  which 

should be ready before the end of January,   in finish and French,   for 

distribution to the African countries prior to  the  extraordinary  ression 

of the Council of Ministers of the OAU to be convened in February on 

this matter.    I also requested the OAU to  communicate its comments,  if 

any,  on the Uj:iD0 outline in order to speed up action on the preparation 
of the study. 

With regard to resolution CM/Res.  662 (XXXl)  on the effective 

development,  commercialization,  and utilisation of cnerry resources in 

Africa, the suggestion in Mr.  Carre's letter for a UMBO Headquarters' 

mission to discuss the backgorund work already done on this subject was 

highly welcomed by the OAU representatives, both from the ECOSOC and  the 

Scientific and Cultural Departments.    A formal reply to the letter would 

be sent by the OAU,  which will indicate the exact date and venue of the 

meeting.    It was, however,  envisaged that such a mission could take place 

during the second half of December in Addis Ababa. 

L_*»_ J 
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Conclurion 

Tho OAU representatives expressed their appreciation for the 

initiative taken by UNIDO to make it possible for me to visit its 

Headquarters.     They felt  that  such visita were extremely useful in 

maintaining regular contact between each other's Organizations,  not 

only on the resolutions adopted  in Khartoum but airo on the entire 

mutual activities of both Organizations      They requested me to convey 

OAU'c appreciation to UNIDO for their interest in OAU and to re-assure 

UNIDO of OAU'E full support to UNIDO and willingness to  expand  its 

co-operation with the Organization. 

III.   SITE'ARY OF DinCUSGTONS AT THE ECA HEADQUARTERS 

1.    Discussions with the Executive Secretary of the ECA 

At the EGA Headquarters I made a courtesy call on 6 November on 

Dr.  Ad cloy e Adcdc/ii,  Executive Secretary of the ECA.     I conveyed to 

him the regrets of Dr.  Khane for his inability to attend the meeting of 

the Follow-up Committee and  assured him of his full interest in the 

work of the Committee.    I also indicated that the Executive Director 

had, as a reflection of full support to the work of the Committee, 

designated three Headquarters staff to represent  the Organization at 

the meeting.     I offered our full co-operation with the ECA,  in any way 

possible,  in tho course of our stay in Addis Ababa,   in facilitating the 

work of the Committee and for the success oí' its deliberations. 

Dr. Adede.ji appreciated the circumstances that had prevented 

Dr.  Khane from attending the meeting and extended his appreciation for 

the full collaboration of UNIDO with the ECA in carrying out the work 

of the Follow-up Committee as well as the implementation of the decisions 

and recommendations adopted at the last meeting of the Conference of 

African Ministers of Industry.    He welcomed the presence of the UNIDO 

delegation at ECA and re-assured me of ECA's readiness to strengthen the 

collaboration between UNIDO and his organization.    He also welcomed the 

idea of expanding this bilateral co-operation to include the OAU. 

J 
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2 •  Discussions with Mr. Poor TO Kimani, Chief. Joint l'Ol/UNIDO 
In 'vs'ry Divi ri on 

In the course of my stay in Addis Ab .-J in I had several discussions 

vdth Mr. Kimani on a variety o-" issues related to the inn lenient at ion of 

the joint programme::. During our first meeting on 6 November I handed 

over to him a cet oí' the tv» documents which UMBO had. been requested 

to prepare for the meeting of the Follow-up Committee. He appreciated 

the assistance of UNIDO in translating and reproducing the documents, 

although the number of copies was insufficient. He suggcsvdthat in 

future UNIDO should reproduce at least 200 copies of each document. 

We reviewed the arrangements for the mooting which 1 found to be 

satisfactory. I offered my assistance, as well as that of the other 

two members of the UNIDO delegation scheduled to arrive the next day, 

to the EGA in ensuring that our joint efforts would produce an 

effective contribution for the success of the meeting. He welcomed the 

offer and indicated his readiness to involve the UNIDO delegation, as 

appropriate, in the organization and conduct of the meeting. 

I also took the opportunity to brief Mr. Kimani on the various 

resolutions that were adopted at the last meeting of the Council of 

Ministers of Industry of the OAU which related to the work of the 

Pollow-up Committee and the joint UIIIDO/ECA efforts of assistance to the 

African Countries in the industrial area. I informed him of the 

initiative taken by UNIDO with the OAU in the implementation of the 

resolutions and indicated that the ECA, which was mentioned in most of 

tho resolutions, would be welcome to join in the UIIIDO/OAU efforts. 

Mr. Kimani welcomodthis suggestion and promised to examine the extent 

to which his Division could contribute to the implementation of the 

resolutions. 

J 
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3.      Discussions with Mr.  Samuel I.  Edokpayi,  Chief 
of "the ??anpowûr and j'ana-ernent  Divi•-ion 

I had a very stimulating discussion with Kr. Edokpayi on 

poßBible joint  efforLU between UIJIDO and the EGA in the field of 

industrial training.    Mr.  Kbnz's  letter of  18 October to the EGA 

provided a good starting point  since the EGA was very positive to 

the suggestions in  the  letter for intensified co-operation between 

UNIDO and the ECA.     Mr.   Edokpayi had drafted an official reply 

which was pending stature by the Executive Secretary of the EGA. 

We exchanged views on the ECA progre.-rune and project proposals 

Bubmitted for UNDP financing for the development o'' manpower for 

basic industries as well as the eEt.ibliEh-.ncn1. of a Higher Technical 

Institute in Africa.    I  indicated  that UNIDO had reviewed the 

proposals and would lend ECA its  full support,   especially at the 

implementation level.    There were,   howover,   still  a number of 

refinements to be introduced in the project proposal in order to 

ensure that the project  resulte would, maire a real contribution in 

the development of the industrial manpower in Africa.    These 

refinements  essentially entailed a clear definition of the 

requirements of Africa,  a suitable approach in developing prolamines 

to meet these requirements, both on a short and a Ion-term basis, 

as well as a clear identification of the levels of personnel to be trained. 

In connexion with the above,  Mr. Edokpayi  indicated that an 

inter-agency meeting,  to which UMIDO had been invited to attend, 

scheduled to take place in Addis Ababa from 20 to 21 November 1978, 

was essentially to discuss this and other relevant issues.    He also 

informed me of a meeting of an inter-governmental ¿-roup of experts, 

to be held in Addis Ababa from 20 to 27 November  1978, on the 

establishment of the Higher Technical Institute. 

I briefed Mr.  Edokpayi and gave him a copy of the Project 

Document on the assistance which UNIDO was offering to the African 

Governments in the preparation of a study on the development of 

industrial and technological manpower in Africa. 

J 
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I indicated that this project war-, beine iuplcmonted in collaboration 

with the OAU/STRC and the Association of African Industrial Technology 

Orgnnkatior.  (AAITO).     i:r.  Edokpayi welcomaMhe idea and accepted 

UNIDO»s offer for U':A  to participate in th-3 implementation of the 

project.     It vas accordingly agreed that the ECA would brief the 

UNIDO consultant appointed to  co-ordinate  the préparation of the study 

and the elaboration of a proposed nlan of action and to m\:o available 

to him all   available background material which the ECA han accumulated 

in this area.    In fact,  the ECA handed over to me a net of relevant 

papers to be forwarded to the consultant.    Nr.  Edokpayi lJr,:!  convinced 

that the reunite of the study would very much help to refino the ECA 

proposed project and programme for the development  of African 

manpower for bacie industries as well as the terms of reference of 

the Higher Technical  Institute. 

Mr.  Edokpayi was  concerned about the follow-up on the study and 

the proposed plan of action in order to ensure its political  support and 

implementation.    I indicated to hin that  the OAU/STRC and the AAITO, 

in its request to UNIDO for the study,had also requested that  a 

conference be convened  in 1979 on    industrial ,,ul technological manpower 

in Africa during which  the study could be discussed and appropriate 

recommendations made.     UNIDO had approved financing only for the first phase 

of the project,  the preparation of the study,  and would examine 

financing of the conference at a later stage.    Mr.  Edokpayi  strongly felt 

that the conference was a very necessary step in the implementation of the 

study      since the report and the recommendations of the conference would 

be presented by the ECA and the OAU to their respective Councils of 

Ministers where appropriate political support would be obtained,  in the 

form of resolutions,  which would pave the way for the implementation of 

the study at the national and regional levels.    Such political support, 

he indicated, would also be necessary in obtaining financial assistance 

from donor agencies to individual countries or to the continent,   for example, 

through the ECA and UNIDO,  for assistance in the implementation of the 
programme. 

J 
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He therefore hopJ1 that UNIDO would consider financing tho conference 

and offered tho collaboration of tho ECA. 

4.       Megtijr^_HJthj:Tr., T7Vi-?ruel   T.artov,   Chief,   Science and '"echnolo^/ 
Scr-t.'.-!i -    Divi;:'en ci' Natur.-, i  ïiccournvr. **" 

\ 

Although Mr.  Lar toy was extremely busy  with the mooting of tho 

Executive Board and Council of the African Regional  Centre  for 

Technology  (AííCT)  as v;ell as the meeting of tho panel o" experts 

celected in Cairo to assist the ECA in final i ring the regional pap or for the 

Conference of Science an;' Technology,   he was  ahi e to mal:o  time to 

meet with me.    During our discussions he expressed his concern about 

the apparent   ;ap in comminication bvlween UN lì XI and  the a:: A,   as far aa 

the activities of his    Section i-zere concerned.    As an example, he 

indicated that UNIDO had not responded to tho  invitation to  participate 

in the meet in;; of the Executive Boai'd of the Al-GT which v.a.r¡   sent  to 

UNIDO on 5 October 1978.    He also claimed ignorance oí' UN.TDO's 

invitation to the ECA to  send a representative to the International 

Forum on Appropriate Industrial Technology tal:ir.;ç place in  India,  which 

was of immediate concern an;  responsibility  to his Section.       lie 

therefore niyr-;cstcd that  in addition to official channels of communication 

between UNIDO and the IOGA letters concerning  science and technology 

matters should be copied to him directly BO that the appropriate follow-up 

action   could be initiated at ECA.    He felt  that there was  considerable 

room for intensified co-operation betv.-een his unit    am1  the  technology 

group in UNIDO since the activities oí' both units were identical and 

oould reinforce each other as far as Africa was concerned. 

In this connexion, llr. Lartey expressed the readiness of his 

Section    to co-operate with UNIDO and the OAU in the implementation of the 

relevant resolutions adopted at  the last meeting of the Council of 

Ministers of the OAU.    Ho also offered the co-operation of his Section in 

the organiration of the proposed African conference on the development of 

industrial and technological manpower in Africa. 
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5«       Discussionu r.'ithjr-  r.ikonen,   A. 

Upon the rocruest or the Plannin- Honticn 1  diccussed the 

possibility ofllr.   LWronon'n invola ,ncni   in the  implementation of a 

project in   the UKlAC eouniriai.     Ho expressed Mr-, v:illin-;noc3  to 

participate on the UJIluO te-, but  doubted  if ho  ceuld be released 

by hin supervisor  in view of hie vi:ry heavy vorhl^d.     Ho promised to 

dir.cuBc the natter with Hr.  Kinani r.jyi  to  have an official reply 
Bent  to UNIDO. 

Hr. Hakor.cn briefed me on the recent  wor!: carried out by the EGA 

in a number of African countries in the  chemical   industri er; .-.rea.    A 

number of urgent  r.ctions had. Leon  identified for  i:hJ nh IKIWr, 

intervention would  be rehired.    He had prepared .-.  lint of projects 

recruirin- urgent follow-up action  from the ccmntrien.    Jn order to 

enable IT.• to r.tir.Tulatc official,  r.mu^tr: fro M  co^trieo/r.   !:inani 

prepared a letter to I*,  üben?, with copies to II-errc.  Butaov,  May and 

Nanjundan,  tranenitiin- the above mentioned. Hut  o" nroicotr,.     I 

hand-carried and delivered these letters  to UNIDO. 

6.       DiBcusslons uilh Nr.  Tija^a, ^.c^rorri^^j^ „v^. 

I briefed Nr.   DiaJJooii my diecurniono with   ;ho OAU re-ardin* the 

follow-up action being contemplated by UNIDO for co-operation v/ith the 

OAU in the implementation of the resolution adopted at the last meeting 

of the Council of Iliniirlcrc of the OAU on non-conventional sources of" 

energy.    I  indicated that UNIDO had proposed to  eend a short,ration to 

Addi G Ababa to hold consultarono with the OAU on  the actions boin^ 

contemplated in UNIDO.    Both, the OAU and  UNIDO wouL' welcome ECA'^ 
co-operation. 

Mr. Dialtowclcomed the invitation for ECA to  participate with the 

OAU and UNIDO in the implementation of the resolution.    He jested that 

the proposed visit from UNIDO to Addis Ababa should take place during 

the Becond half of December 1978 and that he could personally participate 

J 
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in the discussions.    Mr.  Diallo briefed mo on the activities of the 

ECA in tho area of non-convontional and renewable sources of energy 

and indicated that the ECA lud carried out  considerable work in this 

field.    He drew my attention to an interregional seminar on now 

energy scheduled to  take plano in Rabbit,  Morocco,  from 20 to  25 

November  1979-    Participante in the seminar were foreseen to include 

Saudi Arabia,  Canada,  Federal Republic of Germany,  Spain, Prance, 

Italy,  Kuwait,  Mali,  Morocco, Niger, Pakistan,   Senegal,  Tunir.ia, 

Turkey and  the USA.    He also informed me about  the nominar being 

organized by the KCA on solar energy,  including wind and Moyas,   in 

Africa scheduled to take place in Niamey from 8 to  13 January  1979. 

He invited UNIDO to  consider participating in thin meeting cir.ee it 

would help to provide more information and  assist UIÍTDO,  the OAU and the 

ECA in developing an appropriate approach for  the implementator of the 
OAU resolution. 

Finally,  he drew my attention to the plans of ECA to exhibit 

energy equipment at  the next meeting of the Council of ECA Ministers 

scheduled to take place in Rabbat,  Morocco,  from 20 to 28 March  1979. 

Conclusion 

I found  the discussions with the variouc ECA staff members most 

fruitful,  informative and friendly.    A positive attitude toward 

intensified co-operation between UNIDO and the ECA wan demonstrated 

throughout the various discussions.    It was also apparent that the ECA 

units,  which could co-operate with UNIDO in various activities,  were 

not well informed of the activities of UNIDO.    This is probably due to 

the fact that most correspondence from UNIDO is directed to the Joint 

Industry Division,  irrespective of the subject and content, and 

therefore might not always find its way to the proper point of action 
in ECA. 
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Lint  of OAU Resolutions Requiring UL'TDO Collaboration 

in Ihcir  Iiriplemantrj^ion 

1,    economic Co-OTior.':! ion ar-iru; Develop m,' Countries 
Resolution  CV./Ti '•,".   n'/i  ("XX' 

?.    Transfer of Te^hri-'l r<::y 
Resolution Cl'/r;.:."..   6/4  (XXXI 

3t    Act ivi i iCü  of ttte Administra 
OAU,   odienti i"' c,   ••'e'.-;hnir:.vl   R 
R'i:r>vr: ;^-i c::/('';. 66} (xxxi 

4, Industrial  and toohnolc.nri cal 
Resolution c::/uv;3.   660 (XX/l 

5. The Activities of the íjcient 
Resolution Ci.:/!?"-;.   6ól  (XXXI 

ó.     r.í'í'cct.i-ir:   T/Cveir;-r.cnt,   Comr/.: 
Ref!oi;¡"-;c:.¡  in Afri cu 
Resolution CK,/«K3.   66?  (XXXJ 

7. The third Al 1-Afri can Trade 
Resolution cr'/iüví.   66/1  (XXXI 

8. Preparation   for .African part 
Law of  tuo   ne.'x 
Resoli lion Cv/líír,.   649 (XXXI 

9. African I'edicinal  Plants and 
Resolution Cï/iïS.'l.   665  (XXXI 

10, Semi-Arid  Pood Grain Research 
Resolutjon 0"/Rl;:n.   667  (XXXI 

11, Emergency   fntervontion a^ainf 
Resolution 0I'/RE3,   6/,6  (XXXI 

12, Assistance to the Front-Line 
Resolution CK/RES.   637 (XXXI 

ivo  Secretary-General of the 
irvirrih ">i':i!P.i ti ì> on 

research and  development  in Africa 

fie Council   in Africa 

cializat ion  -j.r.d Utilisation of Rncrçy 

i-i pat ion in the next  Conference on the 

Traditional  Pharmacopoeia 

and Development 

t Drought and all  Natural Di aastera 

States and Namibia 

J 
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VISIT OP ?"R.   S.N.  T7DAT! TO THE 

OAU Aim ECA iriAPQ.UARTEHS.   ADDIS ABABA 

6 AND 7 I'OViITDI'T?   197,: 

Schedule of Apooin!.monta 

\ 

Mondayy 6 November  19|3 

03.40 hours    -   Mr.  George Kimni,  Chief 
Joint EGA/UNIDO Industry Division,  ECA 

09.IO hours    -    Dr.   Atfcboye Adedeji,  Executive Secretary 
ECA 

O9.3O hourr.    -    Mr.   Alcmayo Maronen 
Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Diviwm,   ECA 

12.00 hours    -    Mr.   Sammuel I.  Edokpayi,   Chief 
Manpower and Management Division,  ECA 

afternoon        -   Meeting 0" the Executive Board of the African 
Regional Centre for Techno logy (ARCT) 

Tuesday, 7 November  1978 

O9.3O hours    -    Mr.   Getachew Paulos,  Economic. Officer 
ECOSOC Department,  OAU 

10.00 hours    -   Mr.   Clement Afanan,  Head 
Economic Affairs Division 
ECOSOC Department,  OAU 

IO.45 hours    -   Mr.  Mfuni-Tshiamanyanu, Acting Director 
ECOSOC Department,  OAU 

II.3O hours    -    Mr.   Mair.ad.uo Diarra,  Head 
Scientific and Cultural Department, OAU 

12.20 hours    -   Mr.  Paul 0.  Etiang,  Assistant Administrative 
Secretary General 
ECOSOC Department, OAU 

afternoon        -   Meeting of the Executive Board of ARCT 

Thursday, 9 November  1978 

15.30 hours    -   Mr. Bnmanuel Lartey, Chief 
Science and Technology Seotion, ECA 

16.00 hours    -   Mr.  Diallo,  Interregional Adviser on Energy, ECA. 
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!]"!y Pesporso t'vQA'J _Draft Poaoluti '••_".   on the  Law of   the Sea  (c;.i/Kea.6.'/>(XXXl)J 

A  rubber of projects,   such   as dre'jing of sand arci ¿ravel  from the sea, 

prolicti or.  of sea water na^esia,   solar salt  production,   industrial  processing 

of crab meat  or  tcchnolo/rlcal   doveiop-ient of proteins  from rpirulina al-ae 

prol;e.ti ondare at  present "bain-  carried out by ITTDO.     However,  the marine- 

base-.1 industry as a whole,   in  particular its  relnt^d  technologies,   is a field 

to which  UPI DO is at  present  payin.:  special attorti er.     The   operations ail 

tie  relate], technologies are   so  complex,  and the field itself so broad,  that 

a prc-ramme  of action needs to   te  launched at   several   lévelo. 

As  a  first   step and in preparation for the  forth corning Conference on Law 

and Sea,   ü"TD0 envisages initiating an action  programme to LQ carried out in 

stages.     The first stage will   cover .-.est of those points raised at the dis- 

cussions held with OAU in July   1978,   namely: 

:,a)     collection of available i opo-mation  on t^e  economic  potential 
of African  reas; 

(b) v,'iys and nenn a  of d/ivel opi r?; African capali litios   for the 
development or acquisition   of technologies   for the   exploi- 
tation,   conversion ar.d  utilization   of national  resources 
in the  sea; 

(c) concrete proposals  for  the  harmonization   of the efforts of 
African countries fo~   the purposes under (u) . 

Or.  the basis of extensive   co-operative activitiaa between African countries 

and cf the findings of the initial  stu-ìy,  a second  sta»;e would cover the 

establishment  of a regional  or   sub-re~ional  project(s)   to un'ertaka further 

work on: 

1. Joint research and tha  creation of a re^io-.al data bank (or 
sub-regional  data banks)   on marine  resources. 

The purpose of such  a    lata bank is obvious.     It would 

facilitate research  activities and assist  both governmental 

and non-governmental   institutions in  their  endeavours to 

design appropriate policies  related to marine-baaed 

industries; 

2. Acquisition  of technology. 

The industrial  exploitation   of natural resources of the sea 

(ani-.-al,  vegetable and  -inegal)  depends upon availability, 

uae and applicati or   of  co.-pier technologies which,   for the 

ti oe Icing,   are -ai-ly  -"--i lalle in   dovei c ;.••:: 1 coo-trie?.     It 

appears therefore *-e~o -nary   por Africa» con:.trios  to develop 

those technologies ari  a'apt  them to the capabilities of those 

countries; 

J 
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3. Management and manpower training. 

For greater efficiency ir. the  transfer and adaptation of 

marine technologies it is essential that African nationals 

acquire the appropriate ski 11a through specialized training 

wherever it is available; 

4. Financial and legislative aspecto. 

Creation of appropriate financial and legislative  frameworks 

oonducive to the establishment  of marine-based i rdustries as 

well as the identification of international demand for marine 

resources. 

The first  Bta¿;e of the study will  be carried out by a  suitable consultant 

who will prepare by December a detailed outline of the study to be carried out 

in  the first  stnja,   the  said study tei -g ready ir, February for  submission to 

the expert group meeting working on the African input to the Conference of the 

Law of the Sea. 

J 








